Supplying Artwork to Multiprint UK - STATIONERY
We can accept files via email, CD-ROM, Floppy Disc, USB device or down-load them from your
own servers. We prefer to receive Hi-Res (Press Quality) PDF files.
We are able to accept other file formats such a MS-Word or MS-Publisher and convert them
(Prices start from £15). However you should be aware that designs made in MS-Word or
MS-Publisher are difficult to accurately print from due to font and colour variation problems.
We do not accept any responsibility for any errors in printing jobs designed in these or similar
programs.
To make sure your pdf has not corrupted you must also send us a proof, this could be a .jpg
output of the file so we can cross reference the two or you should post us a hard copy print out
particulally if you want something colour matching to a previous job.
Colour Variations in jobs
Colours can vary using the full colour printing process between jobs, never assume the printed
job will match your screen colours, we do not accept any liability for colour difference
between jobs if you have not supplied a hard copy proof or purchased a colour proof from us
or supplied a copy of something that has been printed before.
Please bear in mind different paper types will affect colour for example 100gsm uncoated
Letterhead paper will produce different results to 400gsm coated business card stock so colour
differences are to be expected.
If you are looking for exact matchs between batchs of printing you should consider spot colour
printing as this is usually done one job at a time and using a specific ink colour making
accurate colour control much easier to achieve.
Your artwork should consider the following:The term bleed is used to describe printing a colour right to the edge of the paper. To achieve
this effect we must print the image bigger than required onto larger sheets of paper, then trim
the edges to the desired size, which gives you the bleed effect. Bleed should be set at 3mm.
It is equally important to keep things such as text at least 3mm (preferably 5mm+) inside the cut
line or you risk it being cut off or undesirably close to the edge. Please ensure all images are set
to a minimum of 300dpi. and are converted to CMYK (not RGB).
When using black text make sure your CMYK settings are C0% M0% Y0% K100% this will give you
sharper text. However if you are designing a solid black area then increase the ink to give a
deeper black for example:- C25% M25% Y25% K100%.
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